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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
4
There has been a continuing interest in the use of silicon-on-
sapphire,.SOS, as a material for fabrication of high frequency electronic
devices. The SOS technology allows dielectric isolation of devices by
etching out isolated islands of silicon film on the high resistivity
sapphire substrate in which individual devices are constructed by dif-
fusion, oxidation, metallization., etc., implemented using photolitho-
graphic definition techniques. Because of the low lifetime in thin 	 i
silicon films on sapphire, practical bipolar transistors have not been
realized using this technology; however, MOS circuitry is now manu-
factured. in SOS (Inselek, RCA, and perhaps others.) . It seems likely that
CCWs (Charge Coupled Devices) built in SOS may be attractive for two
reasons.
i
First, it may at some time be desirable to integrate CCDs with other
high speed SOS logic circuitry. As we shall see, CCD's will-probably	
1
require thicker films, as will probably be the 'case for bipolar tran-
sistors, and this poses technological problems for etching. The .thin film
Is more desirable since the etch time is reduced and the photoresist
protection problem is less severe.
Perhaps a better case can be made for the desirability of fabri-	 i
eating CCD imaging devices in SOS. There are problems in accomplishing.
this, but the problems of building other CCD ` imagers must also be con--
`	 sidered in comparison. The central:problem in fabricating a CCD is to pre-
vent potential barriers (or wells) between the transfer electrodes.. There are
three techniques which have been successful in overcoming the problem of
i
potential barriers in the gap which result in the case of a simple
structure with gaps hider than 1-2 u m. (1) The technique used by Texas
w
Instruments 1 makes the gap very small by depositing half of the aluminum
electrodes and then anodizing them, producing an Al 2 0 3 insulator, roughly
1000 A thick. , to -insulate these electrodes from a subsequently deposited
aluminum layer. (2) A technique proposed at hell Labs 2 utilizes intergap
doping to establish a potential within the gap.to.a.value between those
under the transmitting and receiving transfer gates. (3) Researchers at
PGA3 have published a number.of pavers giving results obtained with two
levels of metalization, where one conductor level is doped polysilicon.
Another technique which has been mentioned is,-the resistive sea of poly
silicon in which the transfer electrode pattern is defined by doping A.
short discussion of these techniques will be beneficial.
The first technique appears to be the best for solving the problem.
It is simple`in concept and implementation and produces, insofar as
reported, no undesirable side effects such as oxide contamination for
example. A high conductivity transfer electrode structure is defined in
this way and the gap potential is fixed by the surface potentials under
adjacent electrodes. From the standpoint of imaging, the channel is closed
to incident radiation so that backside illumination is required. Therefore,
the wafer must be thinned in the channel region to a thickness of roughly
30 m, i.e., the spacing between adjacent cells. The second technique
essentially results in a self-aligned bucket-brigade structure which han a
The third technique utilizes doped polysillcon electrodes which at
best have a resistivity over ken times that of aluminum. Consequently, in
long structures the resultant RC transmission structure for the polysilicon
transfer electrode structure produces phase delay and distortion which
limits the upper frequency of operation. The polysilicon-oxide-silicon
thin film structure will result in spectral selectivity of the incident
radiation, and there will of course be some absorption or radiation in the
polysilicon. This latter feature of absorption will be inherent lu any
scheme except number two above.
Although all of these schemes may prove satisfactory in some appli-
cations, they obviously have problems associated with them. In a preceding
report,' it was suggested that a thin film silicon-on-sapphire structure
might be feasible. From an optical standpoint such a structure would be
superior because the sapphire . is transparent and most of the photons would
be absorbed in the depletion region of the CCD channel. Kranzer 5 has
reported lifetime profiies.in SOS films which show that the thermal
(leakage) current from depleted regions near the silicon- sapphire interface
would be excessive.for sensitive SOS imaging devices.. His results suggest
that thicker silicon films will be required for successful applicat-on of
SOS to CCD imaging devices. Either of the techniques (1) or (3) above
should be suitable for transfer electrode structure.
Kranzer. 6
 has done extensive experimentation with gate controlled
diodes in which the capacitance and leakage current were measured for varioas
condi. tiorz. Never? has also 'reported results from experiments with this
type of structure These results should be valuable for the design of CCD
imagers and perhaps for bipolar transistors fabricated in SOS.
3
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show typical results obtained by Kranzer. 6 His
published data s wasobtained using the one--dimensional Poisson's analysis	 w
to reduce both capacitance and diode reverse current vs.. gate bias data to
obtain lifetime and doping profiles for depletion depths short of the
silicon-sapphire interface. The results of a one-dimensional analysis can
be expressed as:
X  - p si /Csi	1.1
-r	 1/2 gn i A/W rlaxd )	 1.2
NB (Xd) = - (CT/q) DVG/axd	1.3
Csi - CT Cox/(cox - CT )	 1.4
Where CT , Csi and Cox are respectively, the measured gate less
overlap capacitance, the series depletion capacitance, and the gate to 	 j
depletion layer capacitance through the oxide. Other variables are z, the
carrier lifetime, ni the intrinsic carrier concentration, s si the silicon
permittivity, VC , the gate voltage, Ir , the diode reverse current, q, the
electronic charge, A, the area of capacitance C si , and Xd , the depletion
layer depth.
There are certain features of Kranzer t s data6 which are not explained
	 i
by a one-dimensional analysis. Furthermore, it would be of . interest to
have the results of a more .complete analysis to study the data in the region
in which the one-dimensional interpretation has.reasonable validity.. This
study was conducted to obtain an analysis based upon an essentially two-
dimensional model. The structure studied has cylindrical: symmetry so that
only the Z-axis and radial coordinates are required.
k	
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Figure 1.1 Capacitance. vs. Gate Bias for SOS-GCD
E
Figure 1.2 Junction Current vs. Gate Bias for SOS-GCD	 5
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Chapter 2 presents the one-dimensional analysis of the MOS structure
as it is applied in the succeeding work. Chapter 3 presents a somewhat
simplified two-dimensional analysis which is useful for interpreting the
experimental results. Chapter 4 presents a more complete two-dimensional
analysis. Chapter 5 gives the conclusions of this study. Appendices A,
B, and C give the computer programs developed to implement the analysis.
CHAPTER 2
ONE-DIMENSIONAL DEPLETION
LAYER ANALYSIS OF MIS STRUCTURE
A diagram of the structure to be modeled is shown in Figure 2.1.
The capacitance structure is annular with typical dimensions given in the
figure where the aspect ratio of the differential radius, W21' to the
thickness is greater than 100. If the silicon-sapphire interface is
accumulated with mobile carriers, thus providing a conductive plane, then
clearly the silicon depletion field variation across the film thickness
can be closely approximated by a one-dimensional Poisson equation solution.
The presence of the P+ inner annulus and the N+ outer annulus will give
rise to a small radial field component. The fact that a rectifying barrier
occurs at the junction of the P+ and N annulae will make the radial field
component larger in the junction region and smaller elsewhere. Therefore,
until the depletion extends to the silicon-sapphire interface, the one-
dimensional approximation should be valid.
Figure 2.2 shows sketches of the assumed charge, electric displace-
ment, and potential distributions. Surface charges at the Si-5i0 1 and
Si-Sapphire interfaces are assumed. The existence of the former is well
established, and the latter is required to prevent depletion of the inter-
face when a two-dimensional model is used. The two-dimensional calculation
discussed in Chapter $ showed that the field due to the junction would
penetrate the sapphire and deplete the more lightly doped interface. If
one assumes the thermally generated carriers in this region are collected,
this gives rise to a leakage current, due to generation in this low life-
time region, which is much in excess of that observed with small gate
l
'
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voltages. A fixed positively charged layer will keep the interface in
accumulation until the field component due to the gate electrode depletes
this region.
Application of the Poisson analysis to this problem is relatively
straightforward. It is advantageous, however, to consider two cases,
i.e., Case I, depletion is short of the Si-Saphire interface, and, Case Ii,
depletion extends through the silicon film.
Case I. Depletion thickness less than film thickness.
dD
dx	 V 2.1-a
D	 Dox	 C < < tox 2.1-bx
i
^
i
D	 =	 Dox +ss2
+ q
1
NB(x) dx , tox < x < tox + nd
3
2.1-c
t
i
 Ox
d"
 2.2-a
i
dx e
^ (x} = VG - DOx x/Evx Q < x < toX 2.2-5E
OWxo - (Doi + Qss2) (x - toxVE si
q dy fy NB(z)dz
si tox  ox
tOx <
Y < t0}{ + xd 2.2-c
i
At the bottom of the depletion layer y, q,(xd) = D	 and
D(xd) = Q.	 Therefore
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_1	 1	 1	 ...	 A
t
ox 
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	 A
pax 	 q	 NB(x)dx - 
0ss2 0' - (QB + Q._2)
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£ si it o
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Csi s Csi/xd
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/t Ox
We further define:
X
QRW n	 Nil (x)dx
ox
x	 . y
Q*x Q e'q
	
dy	 NB(x)dx
sf
tax	 talc
Thee the potential is:
O (x) = VG + (QB (X ) + Oss2 ) /Cox
+N - 
tax)/ESi 	 `fi
	
^ 
^x	
2.10
For any depletion depth xd x - toX
2.11
VG _ .. (QB + Qss2)/Cox - 
QB/Csi 
+ Ate 
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.]
2.8
2.9
E
ii
Equation (11) may be used to calculate the gate voltage required
to deplete any arbitrary doping profile to the depth xd . Mote also that
from (11):
dVG _ - (1/C ox + 1/Csi)dQ + d(A^)
i
- dQB/CT
 + d(©^)	 2.12
where CT
 is the measured gate capacitance. Carrying out (ca fefully)
the indicated differentiations with respect to x d , one obtains:
C dV
	
NB (xd ) -	
qT dxG•
	 2.13
d
Further, from (6):
Esi (l - CN}
	
txd - Cox	 CN
1
3 or,
(1 - - C )
xd	 ( Gst )
	 C 
N	 tox	 2.14
	
ox	 N
where CN = Ci /Cox
 is the normalized capacitance which could be obtained
from measurements. Note that equations (13) and (14) prov.Lde a parametric
pair which may be used to estimate the doping profile N a (x) for the
depletion region giving rise to the capacitance C si which is included
in the measurement.
The leakage current due to generation o€ carriers
	 g	 ri rs in the depletion
I
region of the field induced junction is simply given by:
tox xd
61gen
	
qA	
2r(x) . dx	 2.15
t
ox
or,
less overlap capacitance.
42
f
W,
r(xd) - 2 qni/(^Igen /axd)	 2.1.6
Again .(14) and (16) form a parametric pair for establishing the lifetime
profile from junction current vs. gate voltage measurements if one assumes
that the measured junction current, .I r , is equal to the generated current,
Igen es Figure 2.3 shows typical doping and lifetime profiles obtained by
applying these parametric equations to Kranzer's data.
Case II. Full depletion of the silicon film.
In this case, only the regions for solution of (1-a) and (2--a) are
extended. On the sapphire side of the si-saph. interface we have:
Hsa	 Dox + Qss2 + B + Qssl	 1-c
2-cA sa	 xo	 (Hox + Qss2)/Csi _ Air 
When this full depletion occurs, the field generally will be determined
by boundary conditions and geometry so that i^will no longer be a
constant value across the si-saph. interface. However, (1-c) and (2-c)
ff
may be used to establish the interface boundary conditions for a field
i	 solution in the sapphire region. Combining (1-c) and (2-c), we obtain:
0	 _ (Q + Q	 - A )/C + Q /C + V - A^ 	 2.17sa	 B	 ss1	 sa T	 ss2 ox	 G
i
In the following, (2-17) is used in 	 solution for the
_	
 obtaining a numer 	 	 1
field in the sapphire when the through depletion occurs.
The equations obtained here can he used two ways. As pointed out,
the pairs (13) - (14) and (14) . - .(16) can be used_for.analysis of experi-
mental data as was done by Kranzer. If the profiles -r(x) and N B (x) are
13
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available., then (6), (7), (11) and (13) can be integrated (we use
numerical methods) to obtain the capacitance voltage C T vs. VC (or
C  vs. VC) and 61gen vs. VC curves.
CHAPTER 3
SIMPLIFIED TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
This work was done after that reported in Chapter 4; consequently,
some insight into the electrical behavior of the GCD on SOS had been
obtained. It was known that the 1-D depletion model gave a fairly
good approximation before through--depletion if Qssj (the fixed
charge at the Silicon-Sapphire interface, SSI) was large enough to
prevent depletion from the bottom of the film upward. In this case,
the depletion edge advances downward with increasing JVG J with the
edge parallel to the film surface. It seemed plausible, therefore,
that with Qssi>O an electron .accumulation layer would exist at the	 1
SSI and that this accumulation layer would be gradually reduced
across the SSI as the gate voltage,! V GJ, increased. In the 2-D self-
consistent depletion analysis (SCDA) discussed in Chapter 4, this
type of behavior can be modeled; however, the program converges
slowly when the gate field penetrates significantly into the sapphire
substrate. Thus, it was not practical to use the program to calculate
C-V and I--V curves and to change parameters such as the film thick-
ness,' geometry etc.
It was concluded that a simplified program might be useful,
especially after through--depletion occured.. In this program, the
film parameters could be changed freely, e.g. 2 ssi was a point of prime
interest. It was already known that large values of Qssi caused a
large offset in the C-V curves which had not been observed experimentally.
16
Meyer ? had observed small offsets and Heiman$ had observed a lack of
"through-depletions" (very large offsets) far deep depletion transistorso
This behavior had been explained in terms of a layer of fined charge
within a high-resistance glassy interlayer -Aween the silicon film
and the sapphire substrate. 9 s lp
 The fixed charge resulted from
ionized impurities, which aright be unintentional contaminants or
(presumably) doping impurities introduced laterally through the
layer from the P+ and N+ regions. If doping impurities are intro-
duced, note that acceptors from the Pf 3rAgion would reduce Qssi at the
inner edge of the annular depletion capacitance and donors from the
outer N+ region would increase Qssj. Therefore, the distribution for
Qssi
 would generally increase from the Inner radius to the outer
radius. The simplified program allows the treatment of Ossi as a nom-
uniform distribution on the SSI. Such a phenomena cDuld possibly
explain the Lack of a sharp drop in the C-°V curves when through-:depletion
occurs.
The algorithm for the simr1ifidd model is as follows;
1. Starting with an assumed set of boundary conditions,
typically. with
	 0 on the si-sapph interface., solve for
the potential field in the sapphire using a successive-
over-relaxation procedure (SOR).
2. Calculate the electric displacement fiend, D, on the
sapphire side of-the interface. Calculate the H field
on the silicon side of the interface with tb p assumed
and use ( 2-17)--for boundary condition at this point for a
new SOR solution. Test each point before starting a new
solution.
4. Repeat (1) through (3) until no additional points on the
interface satisfy the inequality of (3).
5. Increment the boundary value, VG , and repeat.
Additional criteria are included in the algorithm to account for
inversion. For example, when applying (2- 17 ), the surface potential,
^xo, tested to determine if ^xo < VJ - 0.55 - (kT/q) Qn (NB(1)/ni)
where Ng(1) is the doping of the silicon film at x = tox' if the
inequality is satisfied, then &. is set equal to the right hand side
and the B. C. given by (2-17) is expressed in terms of ' Xo`
3.1 The Simpli fied Analysis Program
a
3
1
Y
a
r	 i	 i
IT .._ ..
	 I	 !	 Jt
The program listing is given in Appendix A. It consists of a
train program for implementing the algorithm and three subroutines. One
subroutine establishes the lifetime and doping distributions to be used
in the calculation. A second subrouti.:-.e explicitly specifies the steps
used in the SOR calculation and tests the residual to determine the
maximum value during one sweep through the field. The third subroutine
outputs the field data for the sapphire region. The maim program pro-
ceeds with, first, a calculation of the capacitances and junction current
vs. the gate voltage before the through- -depletion occurs. The results
from these calculations allow the establishment of the validity of
assumed lif etime and doping distributions for the model as well as the
value for the Si-Si02 interface charge Qss2.
After the one-dimensional calculations, the gate voltage is in-
cremented to a value sufficient for the ,gate field to penetrate the
is
sapphire. Then the 'two--dimensional problem in the sapphire is salved
D
repetitively for a sequence of gate voltages in order to dete rmine the
gate electrode charge and the incremental capacitance. The SOR solution
is based on the Gauss' law principle applied at each grid point within
a cylindrical region. This formulation is set forth in a general form
in Chapter 4 where the dielectric discontinuities and variable grid
spacing are considered.
3.2 Calculated Results for Capacitance and Junction Currents.
Figures 3:1 and 3.2 show the calculated results for the case where
through-depletion is not acheiv'ed. Circles represent Kranser's data.6
Such errors as exist result from manipulating the data since the pro-
gram for conditions before through--depletion is based upon a self-
consistent 1 - D model. The calculated capacitance included parasitics
from the stray capacitance of the probe which is incompletely guarded
and an overlap capacitance between gate and the P+ region. The probe
stray was measured and is approximately 1 pF. The gate - P + overlap
at the Si-Si0 2 interface can be estimated from the intentional overlap
(0.75 mils) designed into the structure, but the overlap at the gate
J
5+ edge on the SST must be estimated. This overlap was adjusted to 	 j
^
give the correct minimum capacitance. Scott etal l have discussed this
overlap which is troublesome for fabricating SOS integrated circuits,
since sufficient overlap produces a drain-.to-source short.circuit.
Figure 3.3 shows the calculated capacitance vs. gate bias for an
p
entire range of Vg and two values of Vd. The dotted curve shoos the
1
results for a loci, uniform value Qss4/q w 7.5 X 10 9 cm-2 and the	 qq+
i
dashed curve shows the result for a larger uniform value nss 11q =1.25X 1011•
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The solid curve is for an exponentially distributed Q ssi with Qssi/q
7.5 X 109 on the inner radius and Qssi/q = 1.25 X 10 11 on the outer
radius of the annular depletion capacitance. Obviously, a low uniform
Qssi gives a sharp drop in G when through-depletion occurs while a
large value of Qssi may give a noticeable offset (threshold for VC)
or may even preclude through-depletion before the inversion at the
Si-SiO2 interface occurs. The gradual reduction of C due to the gradual
removal of the accumulation charge on the SSI due to Qssi can be
explained by a non-uniform distribution of Qssi on the SSI.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the influence of the charge Q ss2 (at the
Si--5302
 interface) and the oxide thickness on the C-V curves. Figure
3.6 shows the increase in the junction current caused by generation on .
the SSI as the accumulation layer is reduced. The depletion model
augmented by a surface generation model on the SSI can account for
increases in current up to the point where the accumulation layer on
the SSI is fully depleted. The surface recombination velocity used
for the results in Figure 3..6 corresponds to an average lifetime of
2 n sec for a 0.1 micron layer. Experimentally, it is observed that
the current continues to increase until inversion sets in, at which
point the current falls off. The calculated field patterns discussed
in the next section give some insight into what may be happening in
the inversion region.
3.3 Calculated. -Yield
 Patterns
Figure 3.7 shows equipotential surfaces in the sapphire for a
through depleted condition while Figure 3 . .$ shows the normal. electric
flax density for a through-depleted and an inverted. condition. In
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Figure 3.8 Normal Electric Flux Density on
Silicon-Sapphire.Interface
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Figure 3.9 the radial field profiles along the silicon-sapphire interface
are shown for three values of gate voltage. Note that the minimum field
location shifts toward the P+ region with increasing gate voltage. Collected
hole current flags along the Si-Si02 interface while electron current flows
on the SSI. At the center of the field, the electron current is approxi-
mately 10jjA, and if this current were confined in a layer 0.1 Micron thick
and the field value were 500V/Cm, the required electron density would be
10 12 Cm-3 . This value would result in a cfannel resistance of approxi-
mately 100 Megohm; however, even this low a carrier density is significant
in terms of recombination, since hole densities greater than 10 8 CM 3 would
result in net recombination. Apparently, all of the thermally generated
carriers are not collected, and these tay very well be those generated
near the SSI. After the SSI is fairly well depleted, further increase in
the gate voltage increases the radial field and results in an increase
in the collection of the thermally generated carriers. However, when inver-
sion sets in, the radial field drops substantially. This must be accompanied
by an increase in the electron concentration an the SSI. Furthermore, the
buildup of the hole concentration on the Si-SiO2 interface will result in
holes back diffusing toward the SSI. Therefore, it is quite plausible that
this effect results in a decrease in the collected current with the onset
of inversion. Figure 3.10 shows the integrated transit time from the P + to
M+ region along the SSI. Note the increase in this transit time as inver-
sion sets in. Elementary arguments show that the total electron charge on
the SSI must therefore increase accordingly or that the current must drop.
The experimental results indicate a small drop in the current; therefore,
i
the electron density must increase. The increase in the hole density due
to back diffusion could then account for a reduction in the net thermal
generation in the SSI region which results in a lower current.
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3.4 Conclusions
The foliewing conclusions were drawn from the results presented in
this chapter.
1. The falling part of the C - V curve can be described with a l-D
depletion model before through-depletion and 2-D model afterward.
Adjusting the intensity and distribution of the fixed charge
Qssi allows the observation of three types of behavior:
(a) a sharp drop in C at through-depletion if Qssl is small
(b) An offset, or threshold for JVG J, at through-depletion
if Qssi is large. The offset may be large enough to prevent
removal of the electron accumulation layer before inversion at
a
the Si-SiO2 interface occurs.
E
(c) A continuous reduction of C, as ovserved by Kranser, may
be obtained from a non-uniform distribution of Qssi. This type
of distribution is plausibly the result of impurities diffusing
laterally in the SSI from the P+
 and N+ regions.
2. The minimum capacitance is dominated by the capacitances of the
sapphire substrate, the gate - P+ overlap, and the parasitic
fields of the incompletely guarded probe and lead wire. All
of these contributions are approximately equal.
3. The silicon film thickness has a small effect on the minimum
capacitance observed. Small variations (±20%) in producing the
the thin film would be difficult to detect.
4. The effect of the oxide thickness on the minimum capacitance is
not large but is more significant than that of the silicon film.
{ 26
5. The concept of a surface generation current on the depleted silicon-
sapphire interface is useful in conjunction with the l-D depletion
model for calculating the Z V characteristic. The . depleti^on model
predicts too rapid a reduction of carrier density with increasing
gate voltage near the SST; hence the generation component increases
too rapidly unless the lifetime is made artifically high. (See
the level-off in Figure 2.3). Treatment of the reduction of the
electron accumulation in terms of a surface layer for the final
stage of depletion leads logically to the use of a surface
generation velocity on the SSI.
b. When inversion occurs, the radial field component along the silicon-
sapphire interface is substantially reduced. The radial transit
time increases substantially; consequently there is an increase
in the electron density on the SSI and a reduction in current. The
reduction in current is probably due to the decrease in net thermal
generation near the SSI because of.the increase in the electron
density and of the hole density due to holes diffusing back from
the high concentration region on the inverted Si-SiO2 surface.
Otherwise it was found that the modified program was efficient for
economical generation of data and could easily be checked for convergence.
It was found that for sapphire thicknesses in excess of 3 mils, the thick-
ness or the boundary conditions, i.e. either zero normal field or zero
potential, had little effect on the field in the fi:
capacitance, current, etc.
i
CHAPTER 4
COMPLETE TI.10-DIMEYSIONAL ELECTROSTATIC
ANALYSIS OF THE SOS-GCD
A more accurate cross-section diagram of Kranzer's 516 devices is
shown in Figure 4.1 which shows that the gate electrode does not com-
pletely cover the annular 11--region between the P+ and N+ diffusions.
One would anticipate fringing effects because of the lack of overlap
on the N+ edge, and that the fringing will be more significant as the
silicon film is depleted to the sapphire .substrate. A two-dimensional
model within the film itself is necessary to account for the fringing and
to investigate the transit time for the movement of thermally generated
carriers from generation to sink sites.
Significant two-dimensional effects fall into two categories.
(1) The effect of electrostatic field upon the determination of the gate
capacitance is essentially a one-dimensional phenomena until the film is
depleted through to the sapphire substrate. After through-depletion,
the field has A strong two--dimensional character, (2) The small two--
dimensional effect, as noted by a small radial field component in the
depletion region, before the through depletion will have a significant
effect upon the reverse current-gate bias relationship. Analysis of the
problem must be done using numerical techniques. First, the appropriate
equations must be formulated in a finite difference scheme, and then a
suitable grid must be chosen to span the field of interest allowing the
necessary resolution in critical. regions.
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Figure 4.1 Cross-section of Gate-Controlled-Diode
in SOS used by Kranzer.6
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4.1 Electric Equations
It was assumed that the carrier velocity depended linearly upon the
electric field, an assumption of dubious validity near the P + N edge but
reasonable otherwise. The current densities, J  for hales and in for
electrons are:
ip = - q DpOp - qu pP4	 4.1 i
in = gD nVn qu nnv^	 4.2
The Shockley-Read recombination model was assumed so that the net
with g p = Tn = { , a function of z. Defining normalized fluxes F  and Fn
and generation rates 
C  
and C  ley:
F
P	
VP + (VOVT )P 	 4.4
Fn h Vn - (VOVT)n	 4. 5
where VT = kT/q ,
G	 - G/Da	 4.6
G d _
n	
G/D
n
	4.7
tie then write the Continuity equations as:
V . UP + (VVVT) P) : G 	 4.8
V • (Vn
	 (V^/VT)n) =—G n 	 4.9
These equations must be solved simultaneously with Poisson's equation.
V . (EVE,) =	 q (Nd + p - n)	 4.10
The algorithm for a solution is based upon Gauss' theorem:
fF nds = j V Fdv	 4.11
s	 v
Equation 4.11 is applied to each volume element in the grid. The
appropriate volume element is a cylindrical ring of radius r i , thickness
qri and height hj	Norma. fluxes, FE, bottom, Fk, right, FT, top,
'•	 and FL , left, at the elemental surfaces are expressed in finite 	 3
difference form for holes as: i
_	 3
P	 P ,j. + P^.F P. 	 P,j	 i,-
	 i,j -i !_^:. ( i	 it	 4.12
B	 hj-1	 VThj-1
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r
L 
= Pi, j - Pi-1,J + `Pi	
- i
-1	 (Pi + P i-1 Ii. )
Ari-I
	 VTAr1-1
	 2
- F	 = pi °:^-- --P'+1, j + _ f ,]	 i+1, j (P1	 + Pi+1 • )R	 Ari	 VTAr1
	 2
hJ+l	 VTh.+l
	
2
Applying Gauss' theorem:
(ri+l - ri
-1) (r i+1 + 2r  + ri-1) F + 2sr( r  + ri-1 )h. Fn	 2	 2	 B	 2	 L
(r + r
+ 2^r	 i	 :^+1) h. F
	 (r 1
+1 - ri-1) {r i+1 + 2ri + rirl)
2	 R 
+ rr	
2	
— 
	 FT
2
(ri+1 — ri-1) (ri+1 + 2ri + ri-1 )
_r	
2	 2	 h.^GF
Defining:
ACR(1) ^
	 (r i
+1
 - 
ri-1) (ri+1 + 2r  + ri-1)14
B:CR(I) A=	 (ri + ri-1)/ (ri - ri-1)
DCR(I) 0	 (ril-I + ri)/(ri+1 - ri)
DCR(I) ^ ACR(1)
and,
AP = ACR (1) *H ' * {1 - ^, R j -. ^^--1 }
2V 
IMP = BCR(1)*H* (1 - *i,3.. ^i^-i j )
2VT
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20
4.21
4.22
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DP = DCR(I)*11*(1-ice---. 1i	 . )	 4.23
2VT
EP	 ECR(I)*H-I*(1 - i ^-	 i °• 	 4.24
2VT
where H = h and H
-1 
1/h. Similar expressions are found for
electron concentrations except that the drift term containing 0 has
the opposite sign. These coefficients are A0, BO, Da and 1;0. Then:
	
CP = AO + BO + DO + EO
	 4.25
	CO = AP + BP + DP + EP	 4,26
Finally,
- AP*Pi,j--1 - BP*1' i-1, j + CP*Pi r
- DP*Pi+l,J - EP*Pi'j+1 = -ACR(I)*H*Cp	4.27
A similar expression is found for the electron concentration n.
In further work, ,a concession could be made to the nonlinearity
of the drift velocity by testing the term d^/2V T in calculating AP, BP,
etc. If this quantity is greater than a saturation value, v 
sat *er/2VTt,,
etc, it could set equal to the saturation value with 
vsat taken as
8.5 x 10 6 cm/sec and 4.4 x 10 6
 cm/sec for holes and electrons
respectively. Values of 5.2 and 13 cm 2/sec for the diffusion constants
were bulk values, thus too high, and should be modified for further work.
Boundary conditions used were zeros normal current at the Si-SiO2
and Si-5aph interfaces and dnr = 0 and p = 0 at the left edge and
3gr = 0 and n = Nd at the right edge.
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For the space charge equation 4.10, we proceed in a similar ma.nnez
e
with additional defined terms which allow handling the discontinuity in
the permittivity:
AZ(J) = € j _1/(Zj 	7j_1 )	 4.28
SZ (,i) " (e j (Z j
+l -^ Zj.-1) + £	 (z 	 7 j _1)) /2	
4.29
DZ(J) = BZ(J)	 4.30
EZ (J) = EJ+1/(Z J+l W Z j )
	
4.31
and,
Qi, j = AC:R(I)*11 x q(Nd + p - n) + ACR(I)*Osi' j	 4.32
where Qs is a surface char a distribution such as Qssl and Qss2 on
the interfaces. Then,
Ai'j = ACR(Y)* AZ(I) etc.	 4.33
So that we have
A I li ^ i ,j-1 - Di ,joi-l s j + Ci li Oi j
Di,joi+l,j _ Ciaj0i.,j+1 _ Qi,j
	
4.34
where C	 - A
	 + $	 + D + Ei'j	 i,i	 $,j	 i1i	 isj
The boundary conditions applied are best illustrated in the
y	 drawing of the grid system shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure. 4.2 Diagram of Interlinking Yields
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4.2 The Grid System
Choice of a reasonable grid system is the most challenging task in
the analysis. One needs a .fine grid within the silicon film to determine
the small fields which exist before through depletion. However, if this
Is extended into the sapphire, an unreasonably large number of grid points
is required to span a sufficiently large region in the sapphire. The
accuracy of the field determination in the sapphire influences greatly
that of the field in the film, particularly after through depletion.
Figure 4.2 illustrates how the problem was approached. A 92 x 56 point
+ S x 10 point mesh was established to cover the films and air space over
the naked oxide and a thin region within the sapphire. Then a 10 x 40
points mesh was selected to cover the sapphire. A linking mesh of 10 x 40
points was chosen for interpolation between interior points of the meshes
and their boundaries. The respective field are U + UA, V, and W.
The radial spacing in the U field is non--uniform to allow a finer
mesh near the F + N junction. The Z spacings in the V and W fields are
non-uniform with a finer mesh near the upper boundaries. An exponential
type spacing is used.
4.3 The ;algorithm
The system of equations is solved using the Gauss-Seidel method with
a relaxation parameter m. At the .end of the nth iteration, the field
and carrier concentrations have been estimated at all field points.
The (n + l)th estimate for qr  , for example, is obtained as,
i
F
where 0 < w < 2 and typically w 1.7.
The equations for 
Pi,] and ni1J may be solved in a similar manner.
The indicated sweep is from the left bottom corner, across and up through
the field to the top right hand corner. After a sweep is completed, the
order foi the next sweep can be chosen to be different. The sweep order
simply depends upon the start and end indices on two nested DO loops, and
changing these corresponds to switching the superscripts n and n+l in
(4.35).
After a sweep through the field, all of the coefficients, Ai}^,
AP
i'J
, AOi'j , etc,, Gi	and Q 	 are calculated in terms of present
estimates. Then the next sweep of the relaxation procedure is carried
out. The iterative process is terminated when the selected residuals
A+, Ap or An are within the bounds prescribed.
4.4 Discussion of Program 0peration
It was realized that the computational problem was very large.
Initially the program was developed so that Qi
	
was calculated using
a depletion model, i.e. pi,j = qNd 
for ^i, < 
kT WNd/ni)/q and
i,^ = 0. Othp r ,^rise the potential was limited at kT Qn(Nc/ni)/q. For
the depletion model, approximately 3 minutes of CPU time (UNIVAC 1106)
was required for satisfactory convergence without through.-depletion. The
procedure required 800 iterations and resulted in a potential residual on
the order of ImV. When through depletion occurred, the residual was on
the order of 15 mV and decreasing slowly after this number of iterations.
This convergence was poor for calculation of the incremental capacitance
36
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since the differences in two field distributions were involved. For
.
obtaining semiquantitative descriptions of the field, the results were
"	 adequate.
It was easy to include the continuity equations into the program.
The relaxation procedure for p and n was carried out prior to calculating
Q,
l
	which utilized these values. The program listing; in Appendix B
ad
includes this feature. .After computation of Q.	 , the relaxation of the
potential * was carried out. The results from this procedure were neither
surprising nor encouraging. After 20 minutes of computation time, the
convergence was poor. Qualitative features of the fields were reasonable;
however, from a quantitative standpoint it was obvious that perhaps 1 hour
of computational time would he nee.ied to establish an accurate solution
for one set of boundary conditions. 'Therefore, use of the program for
modeling to calculate C-V and i-V curves for different doping and lifetime
distributions was out of the question.
Subsequently the program was modified leaving out the continuity
equation. The space charge was calculated as discussed above, after an
alternative scheme was tried and ruled out. In the alternative scheme
the space charge was calculated using an exponential formula involving
the potential. This scheme was discussed in a preceding report. 4 This
method increased the computing time too much for a dubious contribution
to the accuracy.
After the fields are calculated using the depletion approximation
for the space charge, the charge on the gate electrode, Q gb , in the
substrate,QSIL, and the current, T,,, , , are computed from sums approxi-
mating the appropriate integrals;
37
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FL	 is, A n d9	 4.37
QS IL 
_ f 9 dv	 4.38V
1SIL _ V q G dv	
4.39
where S 1 is the surface of the Si-SiO2 interface and V is the volume
of the n-region.
Note that in using the depletion approximation G - n i/2r and no
recombination in the space charge region is allowed. This causes some
difficulties as we si all see later.
4.5 Discussion of computed Results
In Figure 4.3 the concentration and potential profiles along a
cylindrical surface approximately midway between the P + N and NN+
junctions are presented. The convergence of the calculation was poor,
showing inconsistencies in the radial field distribution for the concen-
trations given by the solution. Nevertheless, the qualitative results
are interesting. The gate voltage is -10V which corresponds experimentally
to the condition for through depletion, although through-depletion is not
shown here. The solution shows a significant pile-up of carriers near
each interface, with the pile-up of electrons at the Si--sapph.. interface
being of particular interest. In this region the lifetime is very low in
the model used, and while the hole concentration is low) the pn product is
high enough for significant recombination to occur. The calculated
current for this condition is approximately 14nA in fair agreement with
the 18nA measured by Kranxer, and certainly dramatically better than
38 i
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succeeding results using the depletion model. The location of the zero
space charge surface is in fair agreement wI th the depletion edge found
later using the depletion approximation.
After the program was modified deleting the continuity equations,
it was run for a series of gate voltage values and for different-values
of surface charge, Qssl . Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the depletion edges
for two different values of Qssl, the si-sapph. interface. Figure 4.4
shows that, with Qssl = 0, the field from the sapphire due to the P+ N
Junction penetrates the film. Qualitatively this 1s what one expects, with
a significant penetration into the lightly doped silicon near the inter-
face (2.6 x 10 14 cm^3 doping at the interface). One should keep in mind
that the horizontal scale is over 150 times the vertical scale when
interpreting the graph. Figure 4.5 shows that for Q ss/q = 2.67 x 1011
the depletion edge remains parallel to the Si-90 2 interface advancing
into the film.
The calculated capacitances for the results in Figures 4.4 and 4.5
dial not agree with the qualitative pictures of the depletion edge given.
The convergence of the potential calculation was suspect and the number
of iterations was increased to 800 per point where the starting solution
taken was the solution for the last gate bias value. In Figure 4.6 the
left hand curves were obtained in this way. The agreement of curve B
with Kranzer r s data was encouraging. Circles indicating his data were
obtained from his normalized capacitance curvk. 6 using the .riaximum
calculated value of 13.9 pF. Curve A, with the larger value of Qssl'
shows the same offset that was observed in the simplified two-dimensional
analysis. The disagreement at the left knee was attribi>ted to the crude
description of the doping profile and the 0 ss2 value chosen to compensate
40
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Figure 4 . 4 Depletion Edge Contours.
Figure 4,5 Depletion Edge Contours.
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Figure 4.5 Gate Capacitance vs. Gate Bias Qss/q = 2.67 X 1011
See text for discussion of curve C.
this. Convergence problems were suspected because the calculated
curve leveled off above the data, since this was observed before. A
determination of the capacitance for -- 15 e VC < - 14 V then indicated
a value of less than 3 pF with the capacitance falling with the number
of iterations. This fell well below the data. Then the solution was
started again at VG =r- 17V where the capacitance curve should rise
again. The calculation was run for 1800 iterations before a change was
made in V0
 to determine the capacitance. Then VC was incremented
in one volt steps and 800 iterations were made per point. The results
were perplexing since the beginning capacitance value was 1.5 pF, far
below the observed data. Otherwise the curve was shifted to the right
of the data which could be accounted for because of improper values
for 
Qss2' Qss1' Ng%x), tsi , etc. Curve C in Figure 4.6 shows these
results. At this point it had not been discovered that the capacitance
calculation had not allowed for a significant overlap capacitance between
the gate and p+ junction. The low value, 1.5 pF, agrees well with the
value obtained with the simplified model without overlap.
There was a gross discrepancy between the calculated current, shown
in Figure 4.7, and the current measured by Kranzer. 6 A major part of
the difficulty was the lifetime model which was an exponential extrapo-
lation of Kranzer's curve s which should be a reasonable description near
the Si-SiC 2
 interface. The "effective lifetime" fitting the I WV data to
full depletion which was used in Chapter 3 had not been employed here..
Y	 However, the results for the low 
0ssl 
value also show the current at low
gate bias is larger than the saturation value with a high QsSl .
 
The field
pattern showed that the Si-sapph interface was depleted at low gate bias.
This points out another difficulty
 with the depletion model which was
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Figure 4.7 Junction Current vs. Gate Bias
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anticipated in the previous section. Namely, this model as~umes all 
current in the depletion region is collected; hn"ever, even if the 
si-sapph interface is depleted, at low Ilate blas the radial field 
component is so low that the generated carriers could not be collected 
before they recombine. Furthermore, most of the incrc.1sed generatjon 
current for the smaller Q 1 value represents holes which would be 
S9 
generated far removed from the P+ N junction thus making collection even 
more unlikely. Otherwise, the current vs. gate bias curves show that 
the curtent increase after through depletion (- 7nA) observed by Kranzer 
is too large to be accounted for by extension of the depletion region 
further into the silicon not under the gate. 
Finally, Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the field distributions in the 
silicon after through depletion occurs. Values for the potential along 
,,\ 
the interface agree well enough with those obtained with the simplified 
model considering the differences in the parameters used. The results 
in Figure 4.8 are for VG ~ - l8V which is before inversion sets in 
according to this model, while in Figure 4.9 VG - 24v and almost 
all of the 5i-5i02 interface under the electrode is inverted. The 
results in Figure 4.9 agree qualitatively with what one expects to 
happen when inversion sets in. The radial component of the field in the 
top layer of the silicon film is reduceg and the collection efficiency 
drops. This result can of course explain the falloff in tne junction 
current aftet inversion begins. 
4.6 Conclusions 
The results obtained with the models discussed in this chapter 
show the following: 
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Figure 4.8 Field Pattern After Through-Depletion but
Before Inversion
	 VG - 18v
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P#^
Figure 4.9 Field Pattern After Inversion begins. VG
 = -21V
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1. The actual charge distribution is probably significantly
different from the depletion model. Consequently the
depletion of carriers from the silicon-sapphire interface
proceeds more slowly than predicted by the depletion model.
There is a pile-up of holes at the Si--Sid e interface and of
electrons at the Si-5apph interface for an N-type film.
2. The depletion model predicts the advancement of a parallel
depletion edge from the Si-SiO2 interface; however, u.tless a
fixed positively charged layer is assumed to exist at the
Si-Sapph interface, a depletion occurs also from the bottom
interface. The field strength in the bottom depletion region
is low. Thus if such a region did in fact exist, thermally
generated carriers in the region would not be collected. If
one assumes that all the carriers are collected, the juncticn
current calculated using an extrapolated lifetime profile is
much in excess of the measured values. This latter difficulty
is to some extent avoided by using a lifetime profile such
as used in Chapter 3.
3. The field pattern obtained after through-depletion and before
inversion shows that the collection efficiency of the structure
should be significantly enhanced over that obtained before
through depletion occurs.
•	 4. The field pattern obtained after inversion at the Si-SiO2
interface has begun shows that the collection efficiency should
y	 drop significantly with inversion.
5. The simulations gave current v4 gate bias results grossly
different from the measurements; however, they indicated that
47
depletion is not simply the result of extension of the
depletion layer into the region not under the gate
electrode, although this phenomena is also involved (see
Figure (4.8)).
Experience with the program operation led to the following
conclusions:
6. The extended two-dimensional depletion model converges
-ery slowly even though an attempt was made to minimize
the number of points required to span the field of
interest by using coarse, fine, and interpolating fields.
Such a simulation model is expensive to implement for
studying the effects of parameters on the C-V and 1-V
curves. It is estimated that a simulation with adequate
convergence would cost approximately $1 K at external computer
time rates at MSU ($360/hr). Application of further pro-
gramming and numerical analysis expertise could possibly
reduce the cost.
7. The two-dimensional model including the continuity equations
is even more expensive to implement. However, this model
may very well be more useful in gaining insight into the
physical phenomena. A disadvantage, other than the extensive
amount of computing time, is that mobility parameters are
needed, and the scattering phenomena itself is complex in the
thin film. Perhaps for the reverse bias condition the
scattering phenomena though important is still secondary.
The few results obtained here show that the very small
lifetime near the Si-Sapph interface need not necessarily
manifest itself in as large a current value as predicted
by a depletion model. Very possibly, a region of net
recombination may occur thus reducing the actual number
of care{ers collected.
a
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Concerning the capacitance vs. gate bias curves measured by
Kranzer, 6 the following conclusions are made:
1. The initial decrease of the canaci.tance can be described well
by a one-dimensional depletion model.
2. As the depletion extends to the silicon-sapphire interface,
the majority carrier concentration there is expelled by
increasing the gate bias. Three types of behavior are
possible:
(a) Abrupt expulsion and an abrupt drop in the C-V curve.
(b) A gradual expulsion and gradual reduction of the C-V
curve as observed by Kranzer.
(c) A threshold may be observed, in some cases resulting
in inversion at the Si-SiO2
 interface before depletion
occurs.
The behavior may be explained by the presence of a non-
uniform fixed charge distribution on tt.e silicon--sapphire
interface and by the fact that the depletion occurs as a
distributed field effect in which carrier diffusion,
scattering, generation and recombination of' carriers are
involved.
3. The flat part of the C-V curve exhibits a minimum capaci-
tance which is determined mainly by the capacitance of the
sapphire, by the overlap capacitance, and by the parasitic
in the measurement which cannot be made zero even with
50
careful guarding. The overlap and parasitic are dominant
with 1 - 1.5 pP due to the sapphire.
4. The rise in the C-V curve with further increase in bias is due
to inversion of the Si-SiO 2 interface region.
Concerning the ,function current vs. gate bias curves measured by
Kranzer, 6 the following conclusions are made:
5. The beginning part of the curve rises because of collection
of carriers generated in a region which is continually
expanded as the gate bias increases. This portion of the
I-V curve is useful for obtaining an effective lifetime
using a one-dimensional analysis.
6. Depletion through to the si]_icon-sapphire interface precedes
more slowly than predicted by a one-dimensional model.
However, it appears reasonable to treat the depletion as
a surface phenomena with an increase in collected current
L
	
due to a surface generation current as the depleted area
grows. After depletion of the interface there is a small
(12%) increase in current which may be attributed in part
to the decrease of the radial transit time and the lateral
increase (6%) of the depleted volume as the gate bi.as is
increased further.
7. When inversion of the Si-Si0 interface occurs there is a2
substantial decrease in the radial field and an increase in
•	 the radial transit time, which should be accompanied by an
increase in the electron concentration on the silicon-
sapphire interface and in the hole concentration on the
Si-Si02
 interface. These increases in carrier densities
51
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should result in a reduction in net generation; hence, the
collected current drops as observed experimentally.
Concerning the utility of the Gate-Controlled-Diode for lifetime measure-
ments, the following conclusions are made:
8. An "effective-lifetime" profile can be constructed from the
C-V and T-V curves using the depletion model. This profile
will be meaningful for data obtained for, probably, 50 - 75%
of through-depletion and can be extrapolated to through-
depletion.
9. The actual generation lifetime will be less than the "effective-
lifetime." By obtaining; the current at through-denleti.on and at
saturation for a large function bias voltage, the ratio of the
former to the .latter is ob -ai.ned. The "effective lifetime" may
by multiplied by this ratio to obtain a better estimate of the
generation lifetime.
Concerning the utility of the simulation programs, the following
conclusions are made:
10. The two-dimensional programs are too expensive to use for routine
interpretation of data. The simplified two-dimensional program
is useful for estimating the minimum capacitance and is economical.
11. The two-dimensional program including the continuity equations
annears to be the most useful for obtaining insight into charge
distributions and carrier flow, but it is very expensive to
operate. Further refinements and operation of this program
should be carried out.
12. A more extensive one-dimensional model may very well be useful in
studying the falling part of the C-V curve. It would not be
i .
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predictive of current flow but would probably require input data
from the current measurements. Nevertheless, more accurate
modeling of charge distributions may be obtained using a model
including the continuity equation. Such a model whould be
inexpensive to implement.
i	 I	 ,	 I	 I	 L	 r
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